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CAUCHY-KOWALEWSKI THEOREMO
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AVNER FRIEDMAN

Introduction. In 1842 Cauchy proved an existence theorem for analytic

nonlinear differential equations of the second order, which was extended in

1875 by S. Kowalewski to general analytic nonlinear systems of differential

equations and became known as the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem. In his

proof [l; 6] Cauchy uses the method of majorants (which he calls "Calcul de

limites"). This method consists of (a) inserting an analytic expansion for the

solution into the differential equation and thus obtaining recursive formulas

for the coefficients of the expansion, and (b) estimating these coefficients and

thus proving that the formal solution is a genuine one. The essence of the

method lies in the fact that a direct estimation can be avoided. Indeed,

Cauchy constructs a simple "majorant problem" which can be solved ex-

plicitly and its solution establishes the desired estimates.

In 1874 S. Kowalewski, apparently unaware of the work of Cauchy, ex-

tended (in her thesis) his results to general nonlinear analytic systems. Her

work, which appeared in 1875 [18] contains the result of Darboux [7] (the

same year) who has also extended the work of Cauchy. The proof as it is

known today is a simplification of the proof of Kowalewski and it is due to

Goursat [15] (see also [16; p. 360]). All the above proofs are based on the very

same ideas of Cauchy, mentioned above. A method based on direct estimates

of the coefficients was given by P. Lax [19]; see §3.

Some work has been done in the direction of extending the C-K (Cauchy-

Kowalewski) theorem to nonanalytic equations. For the system

d2u       du du(x, 0)
—- = — ;   u(x, 0)  = *!(*),  -—— = *,(*),
or       ox at

it was proved by LeRoux [20] in 1895 and by Holmgren [17] in 1908 that if

(j>i, 02 belong to class 2 of Gevrey (that is, if |dn(f>¡/dxn\ ^¡AoAn(2n) ! for some

constants Ao, A and for all w^O) then there exists one and only one analytic

(in t) solution. This result was extended in the last decade to more general

equations. Salehov and Friedlender [lO], Pucci [21], Friedlender [ll] and

others mentioned in [10; 11 ] considered various special linear equations. In

1959 Friedlender [12] extended this also to a special class of nonlinear equa-

tions.  The method he uses is based on the same scheme ((a), (b) above) of
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Cauchy, but he derives direct estimates on the derivatives. The estimates are

not strong enough to solve the problem for general nonlinear equations.

In this paper we give a new proof of the C-K theorem (for general non-

linear systems), and in fact, we prove a more general theorem which allows

certain degree of nonanalyticity in the system. In particular, our theorem

contains as very special cases all the above mentioned results about non-

analytic equations. Our proof is based on the following simple observation:

By differentiating appropriately the differential equation one obtains recur-

sive formulas for the derivatives of the solution, provided it exists. Next, one

may try to obtain successively a priori bounds on the derivatives of the solu-

tion. Finally, after these bounds have been derived, one can construct the

solution as a power series in the distinguished variable with coefficients ob-

tained from the recursive formulas (and for which, therefore, we have already

a priori bounds).

In order to accomplish this program we must know how to estimate the

derivatives of a function f(u(x)) nonlinear in u, when we are given bounds

on the derivatives of u. Such a problem we have already encountered in our

work [13] on the differentiability and analyticity of solutions of nonlinear

elliptic systems. We use some essential ideas of that paper for the treatment of

the present problem.

In Part I we prove a generalization of the C-K theorem for one equation.

For the sake of clarity we first prove it for a special nonlinear equation and

then for the general equation. In Part II we prove a theorem which general-

izes the C-K theorem for general (nonlinear) systems. We note that in our

proof it is not necessary to reduce the given systems to a first-order system

as is done in the classical proof. In Part III we generalize the results of Part I

to the case of several distinguished variables. More precisely, we prove a

theorem which contains, in particular, a solution of the Goursat problem for

an analytic equation. A special result was derived in [12], Finally, in Part

IV we consider systems which contain as a very special case systems intro-

duced by Duff [8] in his study of mixed problems.

Part I. The case of one equation

1. Notations and results. In Part I we shall consider the case of one equa-

tion and prove a theorem which contains as a special case the C-K theorem

for one equation. For the sake of clarity we first state a typical special case

(Theorem 1) and then state the general result (Theorem 2). Theorem 1 is

proved in §§2-4 and Theorem 2 is proved in §5. We need a few definitions and

notations.

Let x = (xi, • • • , xs), v = (»i, • • • ,vs) where xi} v¡ are real variables. By a

region we mean a domain plus a part of its boundary. We define Dt = d/dt for

t real, DI = any partial derivative with respect to one of the #<; similarly for

£>,. A function g{x, t, v) is said to belong to class (Si, S2, S3) in a region D
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(8< non-negative), if g(x, t, v) is indefinitely differentiable in D, and if there

exist constants Ho, iîsuch that for any (x, t, v) in D,

(1.1) | DÍÚDlgix, t,v)\   á ffofli+'+t(M !(«2Í) !(«»*) !   (i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

where, by definition, (oi¿)! = r(5ii+l), etc. For later use we also define a! = 0

for any o^O. Note that if one of the 5* is equal to 1, then g is analytic in the

corresponding variable. Note also that if we replace the inequalities (1.1) by

the inequalities

(1.2) | dId^D^x, t,v)\   g HoHWíHIíOiÍ - «0 !(í2j - a2) !(SS¿ - a3) !

for any constants ai, «2, a% depending on g, then we obtain the same class

(Sii 82, 83). Also note that if we replace (1.1) by the apparently weaker inequal-

ities

(1.3) I DÍDJtDvg(x, t,v)\   g Foff i+y+*(«ii + hj + hzk) !

we again get the same class (81, 52, S3). The proof is immediate in view of the

inequality (y.-^O)

(TiW + y2w) ! ^ M¡¡Mm+n(yim) \(y2ti) !

for some M0, M independent of m, n.

If ë = è(%> 0 is of class (Si, S2, S3), then we say that g is of class (Si, 52).

We now consider the differential equation

(1.4) D"tu = fix, t, DID*), (q + rZp,r<p),

where x varies in a bounded region B and \t\ áío (¿o>0). We take, for the

initial conditions,

(1.5) Dk,u(x, 0) = 0, 0£*S#-1.

In order to consider the system (1.4), (1.5),/(x, t, v) (v a real variable)

must be defined for x£2?, |i| ^<o, |»| ÚVo for some v0>0. Note that the con-

dition q+r^p appears in the classical C-K theorem; thus it follows that

(P-r)/q^l.

Theorem 1. Letf(x, t, v) be of class (5, 1, 1) in the region defined by xG-5,

\t\ ^¿o, |i>| ^fo, where l^=5^(p — r)/q. Then there exists one and only one solu-

tion u(x, t) of (1.4), (1.5) which is analytic in t near i = 0. Furthermore, u(x, t)

is of class (8, 1) for x(E.B, \t\ úkfor some fi>0 sufficiently small.

Note that the condition 8 ̂  (p — r)/q is sharp, since it is sharp already for

the special equation Dtu = D\u [lO; 17; 20].

We next state the general theorem, which contains Theorem 1. It con-

siders the differential equation
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(1.6) D'u = f(x, t,U,<-, DÏD't'u, • ■ ■), ($< + r< = p, u<p).

Theorem 2. Letf(x, t, v) (where v— (vu • • • , vg)) be of class (5, 1, 1) in the

region defined by x£B, \t\ £to, S^^fo, where láS^min,(/>—r,)/g¿. Then

there exists one and only one solution u(x, t) of (1.6), (1.5) which is analytic in

tneart — 0. Furthermore, u(x, t) is of class (8, l)forx£.B, \t\ £ h for some ti>0

sufficiently small.

The case of nonhomogeneous initial conditions

(1 • 7) d\u(x, 0) = fc(«) (0 è k g p - 1),

with the <¡>k being of class S, easily follows from Theorem 2 by substituting

ci t"
(1.8) *(*, 0 = «(*» 0-£—**(*)•

Here we use the fact that an analytic function of a function of class 8 is of

class 8. (This follows, for instance, by the considerations of [ll].) It thus

follows that Theorem 2 remains true also for the system (1.6), (1.7), provided

the (t>k(x) are of class 8.

Note that in the special choice 8 = 1 we obtain the C-K theorem for one

differential equation.

From the proof of Theorems 1, 2 it will become clear that the following

generalization is true:

If f(xi, • • - , xn, t, v) is of class 8, in x¡ (lújúN) and of class (1, 1) in

(t, v) and if 1^8y5áminj(/> — r<)/g„ then the solution u(x, t) is of class 8,- in

each xj and of class 1 in t.

This generalization can also be appropriately extended for the case of the

nonhomogeneous initial conditions (1.7), for the case of differential systems

discussed in Part II, for the Goursat problem discussed in Part III, and for

the mixed problems of Part IV.

In §2 we reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the proof of deriving, by induc-

tion, a priori estimates on the derivatives of the solution. To establish these

estimates, we need a lemma which is proved in §3. The proof of Theorem 1 is

completed in §4. In §5 we modify the proof of Theorem 1 and thus derive a

proof of Theorem 2.
2. Reduction to recursive inequalities. Suppose there exists an analytic

solution u(x, t)= ^un(x)tn. Then, by (1.5), uk(x)=0 for O^k^p — 1, and by

(1.4) the successive ¿-derivatives of u(x, t) at f = 0 are determined recursively

in a unique manner. This proves the uniqueness of the u„(x) and, hence, of

the solution u(x, t). To prove existence, we shall establish by induction that

(2.1) | d1d\u{x, 0) |   á #offm+2*~g~2r-1(*m + k - tq - r - 4) !

for all k^p, w=0 (which implies that m + 2k^q + 2r+i).
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Once (2.1) is established, the proof of Theorem 1 can be completed as

follows. We construct a function

(2.2) ü(x, t) = X «*(*)<     where   *!«*(*)= P»M(a:, 0).
k-v

By (2.1), «(*, /) is analytic in t. Hence, in order to prove that it satisfies (1.4),

we have only to prove that if we differentiate both sides of Dfü(x, t)

=f(x, t, D%D\ñ[x, if) n times with respect to t (for any w^O) and then sub-

stitute t = 0, we obtain equality. Now, the desired equality is exactly the equa-

tion by which we have recursively defined D?+Pu(x, 0), and since Dfu(x, 0)

= D*ü(x, t)\ <=o, our proof is completed. Hence, ü(x, t) is a solution of (1.4).

It thus remains to prove that ü(x, t) is of class (8, 1).

Now by (2.2), (2.1) we conclude that

k\ | DmxUk{x) |   =  | DmxDktu(x, 0) |   =• CxETk(àm + k)l

for some constants G, H. Hence

| DmxDnMx, t) |   = £ *<* - 1) • • • (* - n + l)CiH?k (&m + k)l \t\"-n

k-n k\

Ú C2HT\Sm + n)\

for some constants G, H%. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. It thus

remains to prove (2.1).

We remark if we replace (2.1) by the simpler inequalities

(2.3) | D¡Dtu(x, 0) |   g HoHm+\ôm + k)!

then our method, given below, fails. The reason will be made clear at the end

of §3.
In order to prove (2.1), we first choose Ho^i such that

(2.4) \D™Dtu{x,0)\   = Ho   if   m+2kúq+2r+\.

(Actually, if m + 2k<q-\-2r-\-\ then, necessarily, k<p and, hence, the left

side of (2.4) vanishes.) The constant H will be determined in the inductive

passage from k to^ + 1. We assume that (2.1) holds for all k<n+p («è0) and

all m = 0, and we shall prove it for k = n-\-p and all w = 0, that is (in view of

(2.4)) we shall prove that

(2.5) | Dl dTu{x, 0) |   = H0Hm+2n+2p'q~2r~\sm + n + p - Sq - r - 4)!

for all m^O for which m+2n + 2p¡zq+2r+2. We shall need a lemma which

we prove in the following paragraph.
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3. An elementary lemma. Let W(x, t) be a function satisfying

| D™DktW(0, 0) ¡   ^ U„k   for   0 ^ i g»,0|»i < ».

Then we write

W<ku

where

A A „    (*!+••• + **)m <*

m-o *-o ml kl

where the definition of [7m* for k>n is immaterial; for simplicity we may

sometimes take £/»■* = 0 for k>n. We say that U(x, t) majorizes W(x, t) at

(0, 0) up to degree n. Note that the power series of U is only a formal series;

it need not be convergent. We shall be concerned with the following question :

Given a U which majorizes W, find U¡ which majorizes W', for each j ^ 2.

More specifically, we assume that

,    m   » ,        ( MoMm+ik-1 (Am + k - 4) ! if 1 £ * £ w,
(3.1) ZJ,ZW(0,0)    ^ <! - '

1.0 if k = 0,

where M^l. We shall prove:

Lemma 1. Assume that (3.1) holds for all m^0. TAew iÂere exists a con-

stant K, depending only on 5, such that, ifjt£l,

„   A A /KMoX*-1 (*!+•••+ xN)m   lk
(3.2) W" « Z E (-)    MoMm+2k-Khm + k - 4) !-.

m-o t-i\ M / m\ k\

Proof. For the sake of simplicity we agree to write D™ = D'x whenever m = s.

Since our estimates do not depend on the particular variables with respect to

which the partial differentiation is performed, this agreement is justified. We

then can use the Leibnitz law:

(3.3) d'w* = DÏiW^W) = ±(m) Dlwi-1DrXW.
x_o \ X /

From now on to the end of the proof, Cwill be used to denote any positive

constant depending only on S.

We proceed to prove (3.2) for j = 2. Using (3.3), (3.1) we get

zMw2u=<o,o> ^ ±(mXt(n)\D:D:w\ \DmrDnrw\
„-o \ M / v=i \ V /

m  / m\ n_1 / n \

^ Z (     ) E (     ) MoM"+2"-1(5m + v - 4) ¡MoM1"-^2"-2"-1
^_o \ M / i-i \ v I

■ (dm — ôp + n — v — 4) !.
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We proceed to estimate

/=II        )        )(«m +i--4)1(8«-ÍM + n-v-4)1
»=0  v=l\ß/   \V /

and, in fact, prove that

/ ^ C(ôm + » - 4)1.

Since this inequality holds for each separate term in the sum of I, it is enough

to consider

f-     EZ     (     )(     J(8/» + F-4)l(ím-í/1 + rt-i'-4)l.

There are two possibilities: either 8n+v£t(ôm-\-n)/2 or 8/i+j><(8m-f-»)/2.

It is enough to consider the partial sum corresponding to the first possibility

(we call it I") since the remaining sum can be treated similarly (by replacing

¡i, v by m—fi, n—v). We have

/" Û C l.u.b. ( m )( H ) (8m + v - 4)\(ôm -6p + n-v)\   £ -
m,"    \ß/\v/ j,y>o (i + jY

C / m\ I n\
á-l.u.b. (      ) I      ) (Su + v) \(5m - 5m + n - v) !

(8m + w)4    m."    \m/ V v )

= C(5« + » - 4) !

where the last inequality can be verified directly. Indeed, for 8 = 1 this re-

duces to

(M + v\ /m — m + n — v\      im + »\

M/V      m — m       / ~ \   m   /'

whereas if 8 > 1 we also have to use the inequality, for y. > 1/(8 — 1),

m~ß> 1/(8-1),

r    ! («M + ") !
(M + 1 + c)  • • • ( ¿M   + »0 /f,  ,   ,—- (m - M + «-«')•• •

(5m — 8m + w — v) !
•([5m — 5m J + n — p) —-:-

([ôm — 5mJ + n — v)[

r    , (5w + n) !
^ C(« + 1 + ») • • ■ (5m  + n) ■

([5m\ + »)!

Substituting the estimate on 7 into (3.4), we get

I       m     n      2 i 2      m+2n—2 .

| ox ZW |   á CMoM" (Sm + n - 4) !

(3.5) /iO/o\
^ (-) MoM^o-^ôm + n - 4) !.
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The proof for j = 2 is thus completed.

The proof for j = 3 follows exactly in the same manner, by using (3.3) with

j = 3, and applying (3.1) and (3.2) withj = 2. The passage from j toj'+l, for

any j, is also proved in the same manner. We therefore omit further details.

Remark. The importance of Lemma 1 is that it shows that if we have a

priori bounds on the derivatives of W, we then have also a priori bounds on

the derivatives of Ei AjW' provided | A¡\ ^const. < <», M>KMo, and that

the latter bounds are of the same order of magnitude as the bounds cor-

responding to W. This is precisely the kind of estimates which are required in

handling nonlinear problems (compare [13]). If we replace (3.1) by

(3.6) | DmxDhtW |   Ú MoMm+ik{bm + *)!«■ Umlc

then the coefficients of t/2, U3, etc. will increase with the powers of U and

we shall not obtain useful majorants for W2, W1, etc.

In order to be able to use Lemma 1 we assumed (2.1) instead of (2.3). Thus,

we assume slightly stronger bounds and prove slightly stronger bounds.

In [19] P. Lax proves the C-K theorem for first order systems of ordinary

differential equations and, as he mentions, the proof can be extended to first

order partial differential equations. He first writes down a formal power series

for the solution and then estimates the coefficients directly with the aid of the

power series/(x) = E*V0"+1)2 which has already been introduced by Gevrey

[14]. The underlying idea in introducing the above function is similar to that

which led us, in a different way, to introduce Lemma 1.

4. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. Throughout this paragraph C

will be used to denote any constant independent of H. By assumption we

have

(4.1) fix, l,v) = ¿ afc, t)v'
y-o

where

(4.2) ¡ D™Dntaj{x, t) |   g A0Am+in+\ôm + n - 4)!     (m, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

We now proceed to prove (2.5) for any x in B. Without loss of generality

we may take x = 0, since the general case follows immediately by translation

of x. By (1.4), (4.1), we have

| D™D?Pu(0, 0) I   =  I D~D*,fix, t, DqxD\u{x, <)) | (..,>-<o.o)

(4.3) .     m   n    ,      vl A/w\   A  in\

M_0 \ P / v=p-r \ V /

• £ | ¿r*zCV(0, 0) I   I DlD\[DxDTtu{0, 0)]> | .
ièl
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Note that if n<p — r the second term on the right side of (4.3) does not ap-

pear. It will be enough to consider the case n^p — r.

Since v+r <n-\-p, we can apply Lemma 1 with

W(x, t) = DxDrtu(x, t).

(Here we make use of the inductive assumption (2.1) with k <n+p.) We

conclude that

(4.4) | DxDt[DlDrtu]J \   Ú (-^Y   M**^* + * - 4)1.

Substituting (4.4) into (4.3) and using (4.2), we get

„=0 \ M / ,-\\v /   i
-"+2"-2'+'(5m - 5m + n - v - 4) !

„=n \ U /   B=,i  \ V /     i

(4.5)

X (—-j    /Ío/í"+2"-1(5m + v - 4) ! + AoAm+u(Sm + n - 4)1.

To estimate the sum we take H>2KH<¡A, H>2A and find the upper

bound

CH0Hm+2"-1 l.u.b. (     j ( " j (5m - 5m + n - v - 4) !(5M + v - 4)!

á CHaHm+2»-l(hm + n - 4)!.

Hence,

(4.6) | DmxD?Pu(0, 0) | á CH0Hm+2n~\ôm + « - 4) ! g H0Hm+2n(Sm + « - 4) !

provided H^zC. To complete the proof of (2.5), we only have to verify that

m + 2n g m + 2n + 2p - q - 2r - I,

Sm + n — i^Sm + n-\-p — Bq — r — 4.

These inequalities reduce to

2(p - r) è g + 1,       ôqè p - r.

The first one follows by recalling that p — r^q, p — r^l, whereas the second

inequality follows by assumption (here is the only place where the restriction

on the upper bound of 8^1 is used).

Remark. We could take the power of H on the right side of (2.1) to be

m -j- yk — q — yr — 1
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for any y satisfying y(p — r)>q and then the above proof remains valid with

slight modifications.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. Let (p, q) be a pair {p¡, q,) which satisfies:

(5.1) hq + r = hq, + r¡ = max (Sç< + r,).
i

Let (<?', r') be a pair (/>*, qk) which satisfies

(5.2) q' + 2r' = qk + 2rK = max (9< + 2r,).

We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1, with some modifications.

We replace (2.1) by

(5.3) | Jh d\u(x, 0) |   ^ H0Hm+2'"t'~2r'~\sm + k - Sq - r - 4) !.

Instead of (4.1) we have

(5.4) f(x, t, v) = 2 *ii-- /.(*i 0»i • • • "'.'

where

(5.5) \DnxDtail...j.(x,t)\   è A0Am+2n+i¡+ "+J*(5m + n - 4)!.

In analogue with (4.3) we have (for n^£ —r„ which is assumed for the

sake of simplicity)

(5.6)   | tfrf^io, o) | s L (*) £ H   E   | z>rzCV.-/.(o,o)|/

where

/ = ^[(Z^tf1«)* - • - iDl'DÏufy

Here qh = rh = 0, for some h, may also be admitted.

For any fixed i, 1 ̂ i^s, we introduce

W(x,t) = DqxDTtu{x,t).

Then, for o<n-\-p, we have by the inductive assumption,

i       p    o       . ,i _p+2ff+flt'+2r¿—o'—2r'—1 .

I DxDtW(0, 0) I   ^ Hoff (&/> + * + S?,- + r< - í? - r - 4) I

(5-7) ^MP+2'-1(5p + <r-4)!,

where in the last inequality we made use of the definitions (5.1), (5.2). The

inequalities (5.7) show that we can use Lemma 1. We thus obtain, if jt^il,

(5.8) | tilftDÏDYuf |  è (^y~lHoH'+2°-\&P + «r - 4) !.
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We now proceed by induction on the index s appearing in the definition

of J, assuming first that all the ji are 1.

For s = 1 we have nothing to prove. For 5 = 2 we have, using (5.8),

M sZ(')eQ| d'AwI'd-,'«)''11uTor'oicP.)*I

(59)      *(%f",u*~zz('Xt)9.+ß-*i
■ (5m - 5a + v - ß - 4) !

/KHo\'^-2
g CI-J HoHo+t-ifa + F — 4)1,

where the last inequality follows by the calculation (of the 7) in §3. For s = 3

we write

J = Z(¡) E( ') [Daxlfl((DqxlD?u)h(D:iD?uyt)]

X [D7aD7\DÏD?uf],

then proceed as in the case s = 2, making use of (5.8), (5.9). We obtain

| J |   è C Í-J HoH^2'-^ + v - 4) !.

It is now clear that J can be estimated in the same manner for any given j.

If not all the j< are ^ 1, then some of them are =0, so that the corresponding

factors (Dx^'Dt'i)''a.re replaced by 1. The previous procedure of establishing an

estimate of J is clearly unchanged. Substituting the estimate on J into (5.6)

we obtain after simple calculation (as in §4, (4.5), (4.6)),

(5.10) | DmxDnt+Pu(Q, 0) |   g HoHm+*n(8m + n - 4) !.

(5.10) implies (5.3) with k = n+p if

m+2ng.m + 2n + 2p- q' -2r' - 1,

hm-\- n — 4^ 5m+« + /> — hq — r — 4.

In view of (5.1), (5.2) these inequalities are equivalent to

(5.11) 2(p - ft) à qt + 1, '      bqiûp-rj,

and these last inequalities are clearly satisfied. The proof of Theorem 2 is thus

completed.
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Part II. The case of a system

We shall now prove a generalization to systems of the C-K theorem. The

method is an extension of the method of Part I. The classical proof of the

C-K theorem for general systems makes a reduction to the case of first order

systems. In our method, such a reduction is not needed.'

We are concerned with the system

(1) DVui = fi(x, /,«„■••,«„••■ dTdT'u.- • • ),      (lligp),

(2) DktUi(x, 0) = 0, (0 á * i fi— 1,1 í i £ p),

where x varies in a bounded region B. The indices pi, fuf, r<cj must satisfy the

conditions

(3) pi è ?.w + fuj,       P, > ri„j, for all », <r,j.

Theorem 3. Let the functions f¿x, t, v) (» = (»i, • • • , vti) with appropriate

s,) belong to class (5, 1, 1) in the region defined by x(E.B, \t\ £to, ^Ji^ú^for

some io>0, i>o>0, where 1 â8aminj,<,,y(p<—ritJ)/qitj. Then there exists one and

only one solution Ui(x, t) (1 ^i^p) of (1), (2) which is analytic in t near i = 0.

Furthermore, the Ui(x, t) are of class (S, 1) for xÇ^B, \ t\ ^t\ where /i>0 ¿5 suffi-

ciently small.

As in Part I, Theorem 3 can easily be generalized to the case of non-

homogeneous initial conditions:

(4) DtUi(x, 0) = 4>ik(x), (0 g k ^ Pi - 1, 1 £ i £ p),

provided the <f>ih(x) belong to class S. Indeed, all we need to do is to change

the unknown functions «< by introducing

(5) Vi(x, t) = Ui(x, t) - £ — 4>ik(x), (1 g * á p),
t-i k\

and then apply Theorem 3 to the new system in the i\.

Proof. Let (qi, r.) be the a pair of (<z,„-, rir)) which satisfies

(6) 5qt + u = max (5ç,„y + fuj)
*,i

and let (£,-, fi) be a pair of (g<,j-, riC)) which satisfies

(7) q~i + If i = max (qicj + 2r,ffJ).

Following the method of Part I, we shall prove by induction on n that

for 1 úiúp,

(8) | DmxDTPiUi(x, 0) |   ^ Mm+2n+2Pi_V2Vl(&» + n + Pi-Sqi- r, - 4)!
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for all m such that m + 2w + 2p,e2¿+2r, + l. In view of (2), (8) is satisfied

for n ^0. Hence it is enough to prove that if (8) holds with n+pi replaced by

k¡, for any ki<n+pi, and if n^O, then (8) is satisfied.

We take 770 such that

(9) | D™Dkt+"u(x, 0) | g Ho   whenever   m + 2k + 2/>< ̂ g¿ + 2f,- + 1.

From now on HQ is fixed. H will be determined in the inductive passage from

ki<n+pi to ki = n+pi. The case w<p¿ —r,„3- can be settled quite easily. It

will be enough to consider the case n^pi — r^j for all *, a, j.

Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, we write

(10) /,= !«;,...,.(*, t) • • • (DV-'D^'u.t • • • ,

where, for simplicity, we may take s¿ = s (in the formulation of Theorem 3).

In order to estimate

Z), 7),   '«, = 7), £>,/<

we first introduce, for each (i, <r,j),

W = Dx   Dt   ua.

By the inductive assumptions and the definitions (6), (7), we have for any

I Dx DtW \  =  l Dx      Dt      u.\

(11) Ú HoHm+qi"'+2k+2ri^i~2h~\ôm + 8qioi + k + tui - 8?< - r, - 4) !

â HoHm+2k~\bm + k - 4)!.

Hence, we can apply Lemma 1 in order to estimate

DxD'(Dx"Drti"'u,)'T provided n^m,v^n.

By calculation very similar to that involving (5.6)-(5.10) of Part I, we then

obtain

(12) | ZC D?vUi:|   á HoHm+2\ôm + n - 4)!, (1 g i g p).

In order to complete the proof of (8) we have to verify that

m + 2« g m + 2» + 2pi — }< — 2f¿ — 1,

5m + n — 4 ^ 5m + n + />¿ — 5<?,- — r, — 4.

These inequalities reduce to

2(pi - fi) è $< + 1,       «?i S! í< - r¿.
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Using the definitions (6), (7), these inequalities reduce to

(14) 2(Pi - n,,) ^ qi„j + 1,       Bqirk g />, - rirk

for appropriate a,j and r, k. Now the first inequality of (14) follows from(3).

The second inequality of (14) follows from the assumption on 5 made in

Theorem 3. The proof is thus completed.

Part III. A problem of Goursat

We shall generalize the results of Parts I, II by considering the case of

several t variables. We shall consider the so called Goursat problem in its

most general form:

(i)   ñ\Dvl■ ■ • D'ty{x,o = f{x,t,u,---dVd?; ■ • ■ d7Ju,■■■)

(2) Dtjuix, t) |ly_o - &*(*, 0i (0 £ * S t¡ - I, 1 i j £ v),

where the following assumptions must be made:

a a

(3) p\ > rx< and 2 Pi = ?< + 2 rn> f°r au< K *'•
i-l J-l

(4) Du4>jk\ (¡-o = Dtj<i>im\tj-a,      for all t r*j; i,j = 1, • • • , a.

We have used the notation: t=ih, • • • , t„). For simplicity we shall con-

sider only the homogeneous conditions:

(5) Dktjuix, t) |i;_o = 0, (0 á 4 ¿ & - 1, 1 £¿ $ •).

The general case then follows using an appropriate transformation. For <r = 2

it is:

2     p>~1   ti pl        p2 tl     tî        k

(6)     »(*,/) = «(*,i)-EZ-*#(*,<) + Z E — — Dtfai*,o).
,_1   fc_2   «! *-0     2-0      «!t!

Theorem 4. Let fix, t, v) iv = ivx, ■ • ■ , v.)) be of class (5, 1, 1) for jcG5,

Z,ñ<tl, ^ju\<v\ where B is a bounded region, <0>0, i>0>0, and let l^S

^min,-(/>i+ • ■ • -\-p« — ru— ' ■ ■ — >"<,,■)/<?,•. Then there exists one and only one

solution w(x, /) o/ (1), (5) wAî'cA is analytic in t near t = 0. Furthermore, the solu-

tion is of class (8, 1) /or x£.B, X)** <^/or some 7>0 sufficiently small.

This theorem can also be extended to systems of equations.

Proof. For the sake of clarity we shall give the proof only in a special

typical case. The extension of the proof to the general case will be omitted

since it is similar to what we did in Part I, §5. The case we consider is that

of o = 2, and the equation is

(7) D^DÏl = fix, t, D9xDt\D\\u).
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We proceed by induction to prove that

(8)     | DmxDktlDkt\u(x,0, 0)|

m+2ki+2k*—q— 2ri—2rs— 1 ,

g 77o# (5m + h + k2 - 6q - n - r2 - 6)!.

Once (8) is established for all m, ki, k2, then the proof of the theorem can be

completed by an argument quite similar to that of Part I, §2.

The proof of (8) can be carried first by induction on ki with k2 being fixed

and then by induction on k2. It will be enough to describe the first induction,

since the second one is proved in the same way. We thus assume that (8) has

been proved for all ki<n+pi and for k2 and all the natural numbers smaller

than ki, and proceed to prove it for ki = n+pi and for k2 and all the natural

numbers smaller than k2. It will be enough to establish the proof only for

h = n+pi with k2. Thus we have to prove that

| Dx Dh    Dt\u(x, 0, 0) I

g H0H (5m + n + pi + k2 — ôq — ri — r2 — 6)1.

It is enough to take x = 0.

Using the equation (7) and expanding f(x, t, v) into power series in v, we

find that

t^tC't^o, o) = Ïd^IdT* Z «.(*, 0 [dId\\dZu(x, <)]']
i JM.I-0

We now introduce the function

W(x, t) = DQxDrt\D?2u(x, t)

and find, by the inductive assumption, that

| DxDhD¡2W |   á HQHV+2"+2X~\Sß + v + X - 6) !,   (m û m, v g n, X ^ ¿2 - p2).

Hence we can apply a slightly modified version of Lemma 1 and obtain, after

some calculation similar to that in Part I, §4,

Dx Dt,Dtlu |   Ú HoH n(8m + n+k2-p2- 6) !.

(9) would follow from (10), if

m + In + 2k2 - 2/>2 á m + 2w + 2/>i + 2¿2 - ? - 2rt - 2r» - 1,

&m + n + k2 — p2 — 6 ^ 5m + n + pi + ki - ôq — ri — r2 — 6.

These inequalities reduce to

2(pi + pt - n - rt) à q + lj        fy ^ (¿i + />2 - ri - r2).
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The last two inequalities however follow from (3) and the assumption of the

theorem concering 5.

Part IV. Mixed problems

In recent papers [8; 9] Duff considered mixed problems for linear systems

by first studying the analytic case and then, by approximation, generalizing

it to nonanalytic systems of hyperbolic type. The analytic system can be

written, after some reduction, in the form

DtVr =   £ ar,D„V. + Lr(v„ W.) +fn (1   á t á R ~ A«),

D,wr = Lr(v„ w,)+fr, (R - m + 1 Ú r £ R),

Vr =   2 CrXWx + gr, (1   á  T ^  R — m) On /  =  0,

w\ = 2 d-KrVr + g, (R — m + 1 Ú r ^ m) on a = 0,

where aT„ cT\, d\r are analytic functions in (x, a, t) and the 7, are linear func-

tions of v„ w„ Dxv„ Dxw, with coefficients analytic in (x, a, t). Here and in

the following, x = (xi, • • • , x#), and a, t are real variables.

The system (1) is solved in [8] by the method of majorants of C-K; the

majorant problem however is far more complicated than that constructed for

the C-K system. In this part we extend our method and derive existence of

analytic solutions for nonlinear systems which contain (1) as a very special

case.

For simplicity we first consider a special but typical case, namely,

(2) Dtv = f(x, <s, t, v, w, Dxv, Dxw, Drv),

(3) D„w = g(x, a, t, v, w, Dxv, Dxw),

(4) v = h(x, a, w), on t = 0,

(5) w = k(x, t, v), on a = 0.

We assume that (4), (5) hold for (x, <x, t, v, w) = (0, 0, 0, k°, w°) =A and that

l+hwkv¿¿0 at A. We first reduce the above system to a new system with

h = k = 0.
By (4) we have, for ¿ = 0,

v = h,        Dxv = hx + hwDxw.

Substituting this into (3) we obtain

(6) D„w = g(x, a, w, Dxw), for t = 0,

with appropriate g. Under the assumption that/, g, h, k are analytic functions

in appropriate domains, we conclude that g is analytic and that the solutions

v(x, 0, 0) = <l>i(x),       w(x, 0, 0) = <t>2(x),

of (4), (5) are also analytic. Hence, the equation (6) with the initial condition
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w = (j)2 has an analytic solution wix, a, 0) =\piix, a) near (x, a) = (0, 0).

Substituting this solution into (4) we get

v(x, <r, 0) = hix, a, i¡fi(x, a)) m ^2(z, <x).

We now perform the transformation

vix, a, t) = vix, a, t) — ipiix, er),      wix, a, t) = wix, a, t) — kix, t, vix, a, ¿)).

Clearly, this is a reversible transformation, that is, v and w can be calculated

in terms of v, w. Hence, if we prove existence of an analytic solution v, w,

then the existence of an analytic solution v, w will follow. It is easily seen that

v, w satisfy a system of the form

(7) Dtv = fix, a, t, v, w, Dxv, Dxw, D„v),

(8) Dcw — gix, a, t, v, w, Dxv, Dxw, D,v),

with v, w, f, g replaced by $, w, f, g.

We have thus proved that the system (2)-(5) is reducible to a system

composed of (7), (8) and

(9) vix, a, 0) = 0,

(10) wix,0,t) = 0.

We shall state our theorem for the reduced system (7)—(10).

Theorem 5. Letf, g be analytic functions in all their variables in a neighbor-

hood of the origin. Then the system (7)—(10) has one and only one analytic solu-

tion vix, a, t), wix, a, t) in a neighborhood of the origin.

Proof. We wish to prove by induction on n that

(11')       | DlxL\Dtu |,-i=0 Ú Ho h\~\\ + m + n - 4) !, (/' = max(/, 3)),

for i ^ 0, m ^ 3, » ^ 2,

(11")      | DlxL\ Dtu |„-(-o è H0h[~3hT3 (/ + w + n - 4) !,

for I ^ 0, m ^ 4, n ^ 2,

(11) | DlxD?Dntu |„-(_o û HoH^hT^hT* il + m + n - 4) !,

for / è 0, m ê 0, »' & 3,

for u = v, w. Here, the functions DlxD™D"u are determined successively by

differentiating the equations (7), (8). Once (11") and (11) are established, the

proof of Theorem 5 is completed by extending the argument of Part I, §2.

To derive (11'), we make use of (9), (10) and of Lemma 1 (slightly modi-

fied). Since this is quite similar to the derivation of (11") and (11) below,

we omit details. From now on, Ho, Hi are fixed, and i?i¿l. The proof
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of (11") for m = 0, u = v is trivial in view of (10). The proof of (11") for

m = 0, u = w follows by using (7), (9), (10) and Lemma 1 (slightly modi-

fied). To derive it for n — \, u = v, we apply D'XD™D, to (7) and make use

of (11'), of (11") with w = 0 and of Lemma 1 (slightly modified). Next we ap-

ply DxD™Dt to (8) and estimate D'xD^+ïDfw by induction on m, the expres-

sion D'xDfw being zero, by (10). The case m = 2 is treated similarly. We shall

not describe here a detailed derivation of (11") since it is similar to the deriva-

tion of (11). We now proceed to derive (11) by induction on n. We assume it

for n and prove it for m + 1. Note that 77i, i72 are now fixed, and that 773 will be

determined in the passage from n to m+1 (independently of n). We may as-

sume, to begin with, that H2>H\, H3>H\Hl.

We apply DlxD™D? to (7) and make use of the inductive assumptions and

of Lemma 1 (slightly modified). We obtain after some calculation (provided

H3 is sufficiently large, independently of /, m, n),

I        I      m     n+1    i 1—2     m—2     n—2,

(12) | DXD, Dt   v\   g KiHoHi   H2   tf,   (/ + » + » - 3)1

where Ki are used to denote constants independent of i7i, 772, 773, I, m, n. In

order to complete the estimation of v for n +1, we only have to take H3 > KiHiH2.

We turn to w. By (10), D'xD*w = 0 at <r = / = 0, for all I, k. We proceed to

estimate DlxD™D"+1w (at <r = t = 0) by induction on m. We assume that

(13) | D'xD",Dnt+lw |   g KH0Hli~2Hi~2Hr\l + m + » - 3) !

for all n^m and proceed to prove it for p = m + l. Applying D'XD™D?+1 to (8)

and using the inductive assumptions, (12) and Lemma 1 (in a slightly modi-

fied form), we obtain after some calculation

| D1xdTdTw\   ú (KzKiHoH^HT'Hr2 + K^KHoH^H^hV

(14) í-2     t»-l     n-2   ,
+ KiHoHi   H2    H3   )(l + m + n-2)\,

where K3, Ki are independent of K. Here we made use of the fact that Hi,

H2 are sufficiently large (right from the beginning) depending only on g, and

of the inequality Hi>Hx. To complete the proof of (13) by induction on ß,

we only have to assume at the beginning of the proof that

K > 3KsKi,       Hi > 3Kh       K > 3#4.

Having proved (13) for all m, we take H3>KHiH, and the proof of (11)

for » replaced by m + 1 and m = w is completed.

Theorem 5 can be immediately extended to the case where v= (vi, • • • ,!>,,),

w— (wi, • • • , Wv) and the proof is essentially the same. This extension can be

carried out also for the system (2)-(5). We shall now consider systems of

higher order equations of the form
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(15)     DPt\vi = /,(*, t,---, D^irD^rD^vT, -.., D^D^D^Wr, ■■■),

(* - 1, • • • , M),

(i6) Dt[wi = gM,/,••-,uITd^d^,■■-,DÏiTD*ïiTDt;irwr;-■ ■ )

(i - 1, • • - , y),

(17) d\ví = 0, (0 ¡g k g pi - 1; 1 á t á i») on h = 0,

(18) Z)*2w,- = 0, (0 £ k ¿ h - 1; 1 £ * £ *) onh - 0.

Here ¿ = (/i, /2). We assume that

Pi è  Ç,7r + r.yr + Sijr, pi ^  Qy, + RiJT + Sijr,

Pi ^  ?</t + ^wt + Sijr, pi è  Ö«J> + Riir + ^¿jt,

/>r   >    fin, />T   >    J?.JT, />T   >    fijt, pT    >    ̂ ijT| Pr   >   5</f.

We then can prove:

// the fi, g¡ are analytic in all their variables in a neighborhood of the origin,

then the system (15)—(18) has one and only one solution f<(x, /), w,-(¡e, t) analytic

in ix, t) in a neighborhood of the origin.

The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 5, and makes use of some

technical devices used in the proofs of Theorems 2, 3.

We remark that the last result can be extended to the case of nonhomo-

geneous initial values and also to equations with certain degree to non-

analyticity in x. Finally, it can be extended to the case t = ih, • • • , ím).
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